ART joshua tree national park EXPOSITION

September 16 & 17
Oasis of Mara, Twentynine Palms, CA
The City of Twentynine Palms welcomes art lovers!

We invite you to “Stay and Dine in 29!” at the north entrance to Joshua Tree National Park. Enjoy our Inns & Restaurants. Explore our desert art scene. Oasis of Murals • Art in Public Places • Gallery Exhibitions

Joshua Tree National Park Art Exposition is a juried art exhibition and celebration of art, culture, and park history at the Oasis of Mara in Twentynine Palms, CA.

The 2017 juried art exhibition received 290 entries from 120 artists across the globe. Selected for the exhibition were 63 artists from across the desert, California, the U.S., British Columbia and abroad whose artwork depicts or is inspired by the natural beauty and/or cultural history of Joshua Tree National Park.

Join us for art and festivities at the historic Oasis of Mara for the weekend of September 16-17, 2017.
It’s difficult to discuss the origins of the National Park Service without that conversation turning to the arts and the key role artists played in the agency’s establishment. Many things have changed within the park service since those early days, but one thing that hasn’t changed is the agency’s mission to “…preserve unimpaired the natural and cultural resources and values of the National Park System for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this and future generations.” Art and the role artists have played within NPS, however, have changed dramatically over the past 100 years. Art today has expanded, encompassing a much broader spectrum of activity than it did a century ago. Unfortunately, since those early days artists’ opportunities to contribute so directly to the national parks’ mission have diminished. JT Lab aims to change that.

The Joshua Tree Art Innovation Laboratory, JT Lab for short, is a grant-funded two-year initiative hosted by Joshua Tree National Park. The Lab’s goal is to explore ways in which artists can work with national parks, contributing their skills and insights to furthering the parks’ mission. JT Lab artists are Artists-in-Service: in lieu of prioritizing their own creative pursuits, these artists contribute their time and skills to meet park needs. In doing so, they promote protection of the environment, build community, educate the public and foster new understandings of our wild lands.

JT Lab consists primarily of three “experiments” designed to test a range of possibilities for engagement. Experiment B, our Artist Volunteer Program, is designed to create opportunities for a broad spectrum of artists. For those who’d like to work directly with the parks, this program invites a wide range of skill sets and varying levels of commitment. Whether by dropping in on an event as a casual observer or dedicating significant time and effort, artists may choose to contribute to the mission through one of three JT Lab programs.

JT Lab Artist Volunteer Programs create new opportunities to contribute at Joshua Tree National Park.

Artists’ Tea... is a popular regular meeting that has been running since October 2016. Every Sunday morning during the fall and spring, artists and occasionally NPS staff come together within the park to listen to a casual presentation, warm their hands around a cup of tea and meet their art community colleagues - and also park visitors who happen to stop by. A different artist presents each week, some locally based and some visiting from afar. Teas have included brief workshops, demonstrations and activities as well. Our Teas provide a range of opportunities for participation, from simple attendance to sharing a one-time activity with the group to playing host. For next season’s Tea schedule, visit the JT Lab website or our Facebook page. Everyone is welcome.
Artist Programs

...will be starting up for the first time this coming fall. Taking place at various sites within the park, Artist Programs are similar to Ranger Programs. Designed to supplement the park's existing programs, these brief talks, presentations, and activities will bring new perspectives as artists share uncommon ways of experiencing the park. In order to participate, artists had to apply, prove prior experience in teaching or leading groups, commit to a minimum of three sessions, and most importantly—present a fun and engaging idea to share with park visitors that also helps further the park's mission. Next season's artists will cover topics as broad ranging as painting, soundscapes, self-portraiture and the early history of climbing at Joshua Tree National Park. If you'd like to attend an Artist Program, keep an eye on park publications—these programs will be posted alongside the park's regular ranger program schedule.

Artist Projects

A less public effort than the Teas and Programs, Artist Projects is designed to gain experienced artists working on significant projects access to park staff and resources. In order to qualify, artists must begin by submitting a letter of intent introducing themselves and their project and articulating what they and the park would gain from a collaboration. Neither a residency nor an invitation to place art in the park, Artist Projects is a means for artists to work together with the park on a discreet, self-generated project that would further both artistic exploration and the mission of the park service. A proven record of excellence and professionalism will be expected of any artist accepted into this program.

Additional JT Lab experiments include Experiment A, the Embedded Art Professional and, in conjunction with Otis College of Art and Design and Copper Mountain College, Experiment C, the Art Student Internship Program. The Lab's two primary park partners are Joshua Tree National Park and its neighbor to the north, Mojave National Preserve. Other partners include Boxo Projects and the Mojave Desert Land Trust. Funding is provided by the National Endowment for the Arts and the Outdoor Foundation as well as private donors. If you would like to learn more about JT Lab, visit our website: www.jtlab.info or look us up on Facebook. Many thanks to our funders and our host parks and partners. Thanks too, to all those who have donated Park Service and the arts. We’ll see you in the park!
In deserts, the presence of water—that rarest of desert commodities—allows life to flourish and provides an oasis for natural and human activity. The Oasis of Mara is a cornerstone of the Joshua Tree National Park story and has been a source of life-giving water for thousands of years. The oasis was first settled by the Serrano, who called it Mara, “the place of little springs and much grass.” A line of Washingtonia filifera palm trees on the horizon near the oasis signaled water and shade for Serrano, and later Chemehuevi and a few California Huilla, followed by gold prospectors and cattlemen of the 1870s, desert travelers and homesteaders of the 1900s. Desert surveyors arrived at the oasis around 1855 and found the area under cultivation by the Serrano, with corn, beans, pumpkins, and squash, all grown with the waters that rise at the oasis along the Pinto Mountain Fault. Chemehuevi settled at the oasis in 1867 and intermingled peacefully with the Serrano. Today, it is home to Joshua Tree National Park Headquarters and Oasis Visitor Center, plus several cultural venues. (above): The last remaining oasis pond is at the 29 Palms Inn.)

JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL PARK HEADQUARTERS & OASIS VISITOR CENTER
74485 National Park Drive, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
760.367.5500 | www.nps.gov/jotr

Site of Saturday/Sunday Ranger Talks
Joshua Tree National Park receives 2.5 million visitors each year from around the globe, who come to the park for rock climbing, birding, photography, hiking the trails amid monolithic rock formations and Joshua trees, or enjoying the park’s picnic areas and 550 campsites in its nearly 800,000 acres. Ranger-led programs offer interpretive hikes and tours of Keys Ranch. Desert Institute classes include poetry, photography, art. The Oasis Visitor Center is open daily.

29 PALMS ART GALLERY
74055 Cottonwood Drive, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
760.367.7819 | www.29palmsartgallery.com

Site of Juried Art Exhibition, Saturday Reception & Saturday/Sunday Interactive Art Workshops
The historic 29 Palms Inn, located at the Oasis of Mara, was established in 1928 and has been family-owned and operated for four generations. Across the 70-acre property the Inn offers an eclectic mix of guest accommodations, including historic adobe bungalows, wood frame cabins, and guest houses. Just under 2-acres in size, the on-site organic garden called Faultline Farm produces seasonal fruits & vegetables which are harvested for use in the restaurant, which is open daily for lunch, dinner and Sunday brunch. Enjoy poolside dining, a full bar, live music every night of the week, and rotating art exhibits. The 29 Palms Inn is also a popular event venue, offering on-site catering and a variety of private event spaces.

ART MARKET ON THE LAWN
September 16 & 17 at 29 Palms Inn
73950 Inn Avenue, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
760.367.3505 | www.29palmsinn.com

Artist Booths, Live Music, Food and Beverages
Art Market open Saturday/Sunday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

OLD SCHOOLHOUSE MUSEUM
6760 National Park Drive, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
760.367.2366 | www.29palmshistorical.com

Site of Saturday/Sunday Historic Art & Artifacts Exhibits
The 29 Palms Historical Society was founded in 1982. In 1992, they moved the Twentynine Palms 1920s schoolhouse to National Park Drive and re-modeled it into the Old Schoolhouse Museum. The museum hosts historical displays, research library, gift shop, an Old Timers’ Gathering in October, and the annual Weed Show in November. Regular hours are 1 to 4 p.m. Wednesday through Sunday.

29 PALMS CREATIVE CENTER & GALLERY
6847 Adobe Road, Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
760.361.1805 | www.29palmscreativecenter.com

Site of Saturday/Sunday Community Mosaic Project
The 29 Palms Creative Center offers a variety of activities for children, teens, adults, individuals and groups to experience in a multi-purpose gallery, art studio complex, workshop, and classrooms. Creating with clay, paints, stained glass, printing presses, silk screens, tile, handmade books and more are offered by artists Gretchen Grunt and Doug Whitfield. The gallery features an eclectic array of local talent, art parties, and occasional music and performance art.
DIANE BEST - Joshua Tree, CA
Artist and filmmaker Diane Best was born in Boston and studied at Stanford University and San Francisco Art Institute before moving to Los Angeles. There, she did commercial artwork for the entertainment industry and commissioned portraits, while pursuing her original work. The high desert wilderness was her home for eight years, where she worked freelance for Los Angeles animation studios (background painting for Nickelodeon, Rich Animation, and others), but over time she shifted her focus to capturing the intense drama of the desert landscape that surrounded her. Now living in Joshua Tree, she has focused her talent exclusively on capturing the dramatic imagery of desert and western landscapes. Best’s work has been presented in solo and group exhibitions throughout the country, including the Carnegie Museum in Oxnard, CA, the Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, and a solo show of her “Shack” photographs in New York City. She has also taught painting workshops in Joshua Tree National Park for the Desert Institute. Her work has been profiled in the publication “Lifescapes: West Coast Art & Design” (Art, Ltd); in a PBS KCET Artbound documentary about her work; and in Palm Springs Life (Art & Culture issue), among others.

JENNY KANE - Joshua Tree, CA
Jenny Kane is an artist and educator with a multidisciplinary approach to building community. Her art practice engages people in unexpected, diverse environments to promote broader understanding and connection to self and place. Organizing community outreach events in Peace Corps Thailand in 2006 helped generate her passion for this kind of work. In 2016, Kane received an MFA in Public Practice from Otis College of Art and Design. Currently she coordinates a Volunteer Art Program for The Joshua Tree Art Innovation Laboratory (JT Lab), an NEA funded arts initiative, hosted by Joshua Tree National Park and is the creator of the weekly Artists’ Tea program. She is a contributing writer to the Mojave Project and KCET Artbound. Her paintings are held in private collection across the United States, and she still spends summers guiding mountain expeditions in the Sierra.

BILLY SHIRE - Los Angeles, CA
Gallery owner and art collector Billy Shire was born in 1951 in Echo Park, Los Angeles, and attended art classes at Pasadena Art Museum. He started Soap Plant with his mother, Barbara Shire, in 1971 in the Silver Lake district of LA. During this time he was doing custom leather work and costumes, working with Bill Whitten’s Workshop 27. In 1974-75 he won Levi’s Denim & Art Contest (the jacket is currently in the Counter-Couture exhibition at the Museum of Arts and Design in New York City). Shire bought out his mother in 1978, moved to Melrose Avenue in 1980, and opened Wacko in 1984. He started La Luz de Jesus Gallery in 1986 with an exhibit of Day of the Dead artesenia, and by 1987 he started showing Lowbrow (Pop Surrealism) artists and was a pioneer in underground art. In 1994 he moved the whole operation off Melrose to an old WPA Post Office on Hollywood Boulevard in the Los Feliz neighborhood. In 2001 he added La Luz de Jesus Press, with the inaugural publication on Neon Park, and published more than 25 art monographs. He opened Billy Shire Fine Arts 2005-2010 in Culver City.

THE JURORS

- JOHN FISHER of Redlands, Artist, retired Art Instructor at Redlands High School and former District Mentor, California Arts Project.
- ROBERT HAMILTON, Art and Design Instructor at Twentynine Palms High School.
- CASEY KIERNAN of Joshua Tree, Photographer, Filmmaker, Owner of Joshua Tree Workshops.
- JANE SMITH of 29 Palms, Art Collector, Owner of 29 Palms Inn.
- DANIELLE SEGURA of Joshua Tree, Executive Director, Mojave Desert Land Trust, Joshua Tree.
- LARRY CUSH of Yucca Valley, Artist, Mixed Media and Public Art, formerly of Cush Art Studio, La Quinta, and former juror for La Quinta Arts Festival.
Pam Ambrosio | Tucson, Arizona | www.AAMAMetalArts.com
Artists Pam Ambrosio and Joan Adams began AAMA metal arts in May 2017 with the intention of designing, producing, and sharing their interpretation of the beauty that surrounds them in the desert southwest. AAMA Design's mission is to produce three-dimensional mixed media metal statues and wall art designed to bring smiles to customers' faces and joy to their hearts. Their stand-alone, three-dimensional metal art using salvaged metals may be viewed from multiple angles and are suitable for indoor and outdoor environments. "Our designs are guided by our love of the spiritual, our respect for the environment, our desire to create joy, and our passion for mixed media art!" They promote sustainability through material re-use and charitable donations.

Raini Armstrong | Joshua Tree, California
Lucky to have grown up around artists her entire life, Raini Armstrong has attended art shows around the country and has been exposed to fine art and crafts from their cradle. Her love for the art world grew when she began dabbling in photography and watercolors in the late 1990s. She has called the desert her home for more than 20 years, and she still is amazed at how brilliant the skies are, how incredible the vistas and rock cathedrals are, and how lively nature can become only to slip into near silence during the heat of the day. As the desert provides endless opportunities for art, Armstrong simply attempts to convey the beauty she sees and share it with her friends and family.

Robert Arnett | Glendale, California | www.RobertArnettFineArt.com
Robert Arnett's fascination with art and art development early in life when he won second place in a monster drawing contest on the Doodles Weaver Show on TV in the 1950s. Receiving an oil painting kit that Christmas sealed the deal. After an AA degree at Mount San Antonio College, he landed a job with a silk screen printing firm and spent the next 35 years in a career of design, print making, and creative productivity. Some 25 years ago he found his passion for landscape painting to bring the Mojave Desert art colony of Wonder Valley, where abandoned homesteads and their historic role has driven him to document their existence before the harsh environment reclames them. A native California, Arnett studied at Otis Art Institute of Parsons School of Design, Scottsdale Artists' School in Arizona, and is a member of the California Art Club, Oil Painters of America, Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council, and 29 Palms Artists' Guild.

Chin J. Baham | Las Vegas, Nevada | www.ArtistJenny.com
Artist Chin J. "Jenny" Baham started her Eagle Series of Grand Canyon in the autumn of 2011. This inspired her to paint all the national parks across the U.S and Asia. Her ceramic sculptures are inspired by her experiences of living in and visiting California for many years, and capture the evolution of the natural world and the unique beauty and geology of Joshua Tree National Park.

Valerie Messervy Birkhoff | Grass Valley, California | www.valworth.com
Valerie Messervy Birkhoff graduated from Portland State University with a BS in Arts and Letters. She has spent the last 40 years exploring her artistic voice. At this time she is dedicated to creating, expanding, and showing her work. She has participated in Joshua Tree National Park Council for the Arts juried show since 2014, and won a second place award in 2015. In 2016 she became a member of the Sacramento Arts Fine Arts Center and has won two awards including “Best of Show” for the “On The Wall” Exhibition in 2016. Her studio is part of the Open Studios for Nevada County, California. She is currently participating is several groups in her area that are studying sculpture, figurative drawing, and painting.

Linda Brown | Claremont, California | www.LindaBrownArt.com
Linda Brown grew up with equal passions for nature and oil painting. It was inevitable that, in 2007, she would expand her already established art career to paint the yet unspoiled landscapes of the Great American West full-time. Since then, she has worked relentlessly in the field and studio, as well as study with contemporary masters Ralph Obern, Matt Smith, and Kathleen Dunphy, to perfect her craft. Brown’s style of painterly realism captures the special feeling of a place and celebrates all the colors, textures, and moods of nature. In particular, the way sunlight plays on a surface, be it a mountain range or a single stone, will capture her heart and demand to be painted. An award-winning artist, Linda Brown’s work has been included in many national juried exhibitions, invitational museum shows, and cherished private art collections throughout the Western United States.

Teal Buehler | Tona, California | www.tealbuehler.com
Teal Buehler grew up a child of artist parents in Trinidad, California, a small town known for its rain, fog, and coastal scenery. She spent most of her time outside at the beach, rivers, and in the woods, which created a strong connection to nature. She studied drawing, painting, collage, and ceramic graduating from Humboldt State University with a bachelor's degree in art. Seeking more sun, she moved to Central Oregon. Bend provided a natural beauty that continued to provide inspiration. Another change of scenery to the Mojave Desert is the latest chapter in a collection of experiences for the development of her work. "In my studio I can call on past and current experiences, visions and illustrations to create these unique impressions of the natural world.

Penelope Benson-Wright | Twentynine Palms, California
Penelope Benson-Wright has been creating art for more than 40 years. Known best for her Raku ceramic sculptures and pottery, she also works in assemblage, brush painting, photography, and watercolor. Her ceramic art was influenced by her teacher in Japan, Taku Suto; her mentor and friend in New York, Yoshiko Takeda; studies with potter/sculptor PaulSoldner and renowned metal sculptor Richard Stankiewicz. She founded Raku Gallery in New York City, which featured ceramic artists; taught Japanese Ceramics and Culture at Skidmore College; apprenticed with a master potter in Japan; received her BA and MA from the University at Albany, State University of NY; and held management positions in government, corporate, and non-profit institutions in the U.S. and Asia. Her ceramic sculptures are inspired by her experiences of living in and existing California for many years, and capture the evolution of the natural world and the unique beauty and geology of Joshua Tree National Park.

Linda Brown

Pam Ambrosio
Hannah Campbell | Joshua Tree, California
Hannah Campbell is an elementary school teacher who ties art projects into nearly every school subject. She was raised in Yuca Valley and lives now in Joshua Tree. When she is not teaching, she travels the world and sketches everything she experiences with her Intense pencils, which she discovered during a stint teaching overseas at an American school in Indonesia. There she acquired a set of 72 pencils. She was fascinated by the medium; the pencils would go down on paper just like any color pencil, but add water to the drawing, and it would explode with color. Now, the pencils are her main go-to for any artwork. She loves using them for her desert creations because they create vivid color, just like how she sees the desert. “I want people to be able to see my home with my eyes. I want them to see the beauty I see in it.”

Chuck Caplinger | Twentynine Palms, California | www.desertartsstudio.com
Chuck Caplinger’s award-winning creations hang in collections around the world, and his historical murals are in cities throughout California and Texas. His paintings were featured in Southwest Art Magazine and his “Tribute to Marilyn” mural was exhibited in the Hollywood Entertainment Museum in Los Angeles. In 2001, his paintings were featured in the Edward Dean Museum in an exhibition titled “The West—From the Reservation to the Range—A Retrospective,” which also featured bronzes by Russell and Remington. Caplinger has been instrumental in promoting the arts and cultural tourism in the Hi-Desert, co-founding in 2001 the Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council and annual Open Studio Art Tours (now Hwy 62 Art Tours). In 2004, he co-founded the City of Twentynine Palms’ Art in Public Places and Public Arts Advisory Committee. In 2009, he designed the city’s iconic 29’ sculpture. Caplinger’s love of the desert and all things southwest has inspired his many series of oils on canvas.

Larry James Carpenter | San Marcos, California | www.LarryJamesCarpenter.com
Veteran photographer, artist, and educator Larry James Carpenter of San Marcos, California, has spent the last 40-something years passionately chasing light and shadow with camera in hand. He left college in the 1970s, a film and photography and all-things-art major, to travel the world as a Navy Diver and lover of the desert. Veteran photographer, artist, and educator Larry James Carpenter of San Marcos, California, has spent the last 40-something years passionately chasing light and shadow with camera in hand. He left college in the 1970s, a film and photography and all-things-art major, to travel the world as a Navy Diver and lover of the desert. Prior to doing photography full time, Doug Dolde worked as an aerospace design engineer on projects including custom aircraft interiors and rocket engines. He has been photographing the landscape of the American West since 2001, beginning with 4x5 inch transparency film, and currently a Phase One IQ180 eighty megapixel medium format digital system. His work is shown and sold at the 29 Palms Art Gallery, Desert Art Center in Palm Springs, Borrego Art Institute in Borrego Springs, and JTAG in Joshua Tree, California. A total work flow from capturing and editing the image to producing and framing the final print is essential in producing a fine art piece of the highest quality possible. “My ‘Impressions’ series are not straight photographs. They are rather digitally manipulated to produce an image that expresses how I felt when I was there. They have smoother details and give the photographs a painterly look.”

Janis Commentz | Yuca Valley, California | www.JanisCommentz.com
Janis Commentz is a painter and third generation Los Angeles artist. She moved to the Mojave Desert in 1977 to teach high school after earning a BA in Art and English at the University of Redlands. She studied printmaking with John Nava, well-known for his tapestries at the Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels in Los Angeles. She holds an MA in Education from California State University at San Bernardino (CSUSB). Commentz founded and facilitated the Morongo Basin Life Drawing League (2007-2015). She served as gallery director of Gallery 62 (2016) and has participated in the Hwy 62 Open Studio Art Tours, Joshua Tree National Park Art Exhibition juried exhibitions, Joshua Tree National Park Spring Art Festival, CSUSB Spring Art Show, and the “Pop Up” Art Gallery in Joshua Tree, Six Chicks. She exhibits locally and in Redlands and Riverside, California.

Jane Culp | Anza, California | www.janeculpart.com
With a BFA from Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, and an MFA from Yale Art School, then post-grad life-drawing sessions at the New York Studio School, Jane Culp’s early work was influenced by life drawing from the figure, while her studio painting was rooted in East Coast Abstract Expressionism. In the last 30 years, these concerns for communicating painted emotional presence have translated into working landscape paintings on site within wilderness areas through artist residencies in western national parks, Maine boundary islands, and within the high desert of her home in Southern California and travels up the Eastern Sierra Nevada mountain range. “My paintings are bound into a fence line of those raw sculpted Western earth forms pounded by strong winds and unforgiving daylight, that talk to me and reach out, gauging from an immense space which attaches to an ever present horizon line sporting caricatures of stubby balancing vegetation.”

Celeste M. Evans | Ojai, California | www.celasteveans.com
Celeste M. Evans is an artist working and living in Ojai, California, where she was raised. In 2011, she graduated from California Institute of the Arts with a BFA in Art, and is currently a member of the Ojai Studio Artists. Her artistic output revolves around contemplating and depicting nature while bringing attention to humanity’s involvement with the natural world. Working in painting, mixed media, and photography, she exhibits her work in galleries and non-gallery spaces around Southern California. In addition to visual art, she composes and performs music in the duo project Caduceus, and writes poetry, prose, and various ideas on art and culture. Her visual, musical, and literary work can be found on her website, along with her painting series The Joshua Tree Lifecycle.

Lee Edwards | Duarte, California | www.edwardslfineart.com
Lee Edwards is an artist working in Duarte, California. He was born in Los Angeles and educated at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, and the Dayton Art Institute in Ohio as well as the University of Southern California where he earned an MFA degree. Since 2007 he has created landscapes in oil and has exhibited at the Huntington Library and Museum Botanical Center, The Oil Painters of America National Exhibition, and in the OPA Western Regional Exhibitions. Additionally, his paintings have been juried into painting exhibitions by the Long Beach Art Museum, the California Art Club, the Joshua Tree National Park Art Exhibition, and various gallery shows. He is a featured artist at the Hillside Fine Art Gallery in Claremont, California.

Jane Culp | Anza, California | www.janeculpart.com
With a BFA from Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, and an MFA from Yale Art School, then post-grad life-drawing sessions at the New York Studio School, Jane Culp’s early work was influenced by life drawing from the figure, while her studio painting was rooted in East Coast Abstract Expressionism. In the last 30 years, these concerns for communicating painted emotional presence have translated into working landscape paintings on site within wilderness areas through artist residencies in western national parks, Maine boundary islands, and within the high desert of her home in Southern California and travels up the Eastern Sierra Nevada mountain range. “My paintings are bound into a fence line of those raw sculpted Western earth forms pounded by strong winds and unforgiving daylight, that talk to me and reach out, gauging from an immense space which attaches to an ever present horizon line sporting caricatures of stubby balancing vegetation.”

Doug Dolde | Joshua Tree, California | www.DougDolde.com
Prior to doing photography full time, Doug Dolde worked as an aerospace design engineer on projects including custom aircraft interiors and rocket engines. He has been photographing the landscape of the American West since 2001, beginning with 4x5 inch transparency film, and currently a Phase One IQ180 eighty megapixel medium format digital system. His work is shown and sold at the 29 Palms Art Gallery, Desert Art Center in Palm Springs, Borrego Art Institute in Borrego Springs, and JTAG in Joshua Tree, California. A total work flow from capturing and editing the image to producing and framing the final print is essential in producing a fine art piece of the highest quality possible. “My ‘Impressions’ series are not straight photographs. They are rather digitally manipulated to produce an image that expresses how I felt when I was there. They have smoother details and give the photographs a painterly look.”

Joshua Tree 2, Acrylic on Canvas, 24x20

Climber Rocks Revisited, Oil on Board, 20x24

Power in the Park, Oil on Canvas, 24x30

Superbloom, Acrylic on Canvas, 18x18

Desert Path, Oil on Canvas Panel, 12x16

Salton Sea from Keys View, Photograph, 40x52
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**Marilyn Fernald** | Twentynine Palms, California
Marilyn Fernald, jeweler, goldsmith, artist, began painting the desert's beauty while growing up in the desert. She joined the workforce as a bookkeeper for a local jeweler and became fascinated with all facets of the jewelry industry. Eventually she owned her own business, designing and selling fine jewelry. After years in the jewelry industry, she retired, and followed her dream to expand her art and see where her need to create might go. An opportunity to own a small art gallery gave her a chance to create and sell one-of-a-kind, metal and leather sculptures, gourd art, and oil paintings.

She hopes each piece of original art, inspired by the love of the desert, will bring joy to the viewer.

---

**David Flatt** | Vancouver, BC, Canada | [www.davidflatt.ca](http://www.davidflatt.ca)
British Columbia artist David Flatt says his time spent in the wild places of North America is his inspiration. “Each rare encounter with wildlife informs my work. Observation reveals the appearance, habitat, and behavior of each subject. In the end my goal is to produce a piece that reflects these experiences.”

His paintings begin with an idea or inspiration loosely planned over an idea of composition and colors. “The refining continues until the result holds some truth of the encounter.” Flatt’s work is in the permanent collection of Brookfield Place, Toronto, and in private collections in Canada and the United Kingdom. He was a finalist, British Columbia Wildlife Federation Artist of the Year, 2007 and 2014. He has studied at University of the Fraser Valley, Abbotsford; Kwantlen College, Surrey; Emily Carr University of Art and Design; Scottsdale Artists School, Greg Bowcham Workshop; and Hollyhocks, Cortez Island, BC; Robert Bateman Workshop.

---

**Marcia Geiger** | Landers, California | [www.geigarts.com](http://www.geigarts.com)
Marcia Geiger paints in her studio in Landers and has exhibited her work ranges from compact to medium-large and expresses a breathtaking depth and beauty. Geiger paints in her studio in Landers and has exhibited her work at Joshua Tree Art Gallery and served on the Board of Directors for Joshua Tree Highlands Artist Residency Program.

---

**Shelley Hull** | Denver, Colorado | [www.shelleyhull.com](http://www.shelleyhull.com)
Shelley Hull is a contemporary western landscape artist. “The particular light, scale, and forms of the Southwest grab me, inspiring me to draw and paint. I feel the western landscape’s strength and power and respond using a modern painterly sensibility that captures its unique light and scale.” Hull studied art at Yale University, and received an MFA in Painting from the Maryland Institute, College of Art. Her work has been shown in galleries and museums including The New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York City; University Galleries at Illinois State University Normal, Illinois; Goucher College, Baltimore, Maryland; The Brinton Art Museum, Wyoming; NAWA, New York City; art centers in Arvada, Golden, Pueblo, and Grand Junction, Colorado; Tucson, Arizona; and Annapolis, Maryland. She was invited to participate in the Art in Embassies (AIE) program and has art displayed at the US Ambassadorial Residences in Suva, Fiji and Kathmandu, Nepal.

---

**Rose Irelan** | Poway, California | [www.roseirelan.com](http://www.roseirelan.com)
Rose Irelan earned her BA in Illustration from Columbus College of Art and Design. She continued her studies in art after a 20-year career as an art director, studying with Jeffrey Watts, Daniel Pinkham, Ray Roberts, Peggy Kroll Roberts, Carolyn Anderson, and Eric Merrell. Painting "en plein air" and immersed in nature contributes to her bold, expressive brushstrokes and innovative use of color. "I paint to express feelings beyond words...to capture the awe and the beauty of the moment and to illuminate a deeper spirit in Nature. I am especially inspired to capture Nature's rich and rugged displays of light and color in my work. I want my paintings to convey the entire experience of being outdoors and the terrain; to unveil the deeper soul of a subject..." Irelan is a member of California Art Club, Oil Painters of America, American Impressionists Society, UPAPA (Saguna Plain Air Painters), and American Women Artists.

---

Shamanistic guidance enhanced with ancient archetypes, James Hammons’ self-taught art is a mystical wonderland of color and character. “Enchantism” is his genre, for he feels enchantment is the oldest form of healing. “Let’s take a magical trip back to that which made us whole.” Educated at the University of Redlands with a graduate degree in Southern California, and inspired by extensive travels and stays through Mexico and the jungles of Central America, and years of living and studying art in Europe, Hammons creates innovative images that are shown and loved throughout the world.

---

**Timothy Hearsum** | Yuca Valley, California | [www.timothyhearsum.com](http://www.timothyhearsum.com)
Timothy Hearsum has been a fine art photographer for more than 30 years. Since the mid-1980s he has spent a portion of each year traveling throughout the deserts and mountains of the Southwest. These journeys “provide inspiration for my creative practice. Recording the forces of nature as well as mankind’s influence on the land will always inform my work.” Hearsum received his BFA from Ohio University and his MFA from the Visual Studies Workshop, State University of New York. He has served as art faculty at SUNY Brockport; Shasta College; UC Santa Barbara; and Brooks Institute of Photography. He also served as Curator of Photography for the Santa Barbara Museum of Art. Hearsum’s work has been exhibited, collected, and published internationally. Since his move to the high desert in 2015, he shows at Joshua Tree Art Gallery and serves on the Board of Directors for Joshua Tree Highlands Artist Residency Program.

---

**Rose Irelan** | Poway, California | [www.roseirelan.com](http://www.roseirelan.com)
Rose Irelan earned her BA in Illustration from Columbus College of Art and Design. She continued her studies in art after a 20-year career as an art director, studying with Jeffrey Watts, Daniel Pinkham, Ray Roberts, Peggy Kroll Roberts, Carolyn Anderson, and Eric Merrell. Painting "en plein air" and immersed in nature contributes to her bold, expressive brushstrokes and innovative use of color. "I paint to express feelings beyond words...to capture the awe and the beauty of the moment and to illuminate a deeper spirit in Nature. I am especially inspired to capture Nature’s rich and rugged displays of light and color in my work. I want my paintings to convey the entire experience of being outdoors and the terrain; to unveil the deeper soul of a subject..." Irelan is a member of California Art Club, Oil Painters of America, American Impressionists Society, UPAPA (Saguna Plain Air Painters), and American Women Artists.

---

**Timothy Hearsum** | Yuca Valley, California | [www.timothyhearsum.com](http://www.timothyhearsum.com)
Timothy Hearsum has been a fine art photographer for more than 30 years. Since the mid-1980s he has spent a portion of each year traveling throughout the deserts and mountains of the Southwest. These journeys “provide inspiration for my creative practice. Recording the forces of nature as well as mankind’s influence on the land will always inform my work.” Hearsum received his BFA from Ohio University and his MFA from the Visual Studies Workshop, State University of New York. He has served as art faculty at SUNY Brockport; Shasta College; UC Santa Barbara; and Brooks Institute of Photography. He also served as Curator of Photography for the Santa Barbara Museum of Art. Hearsum’s work has been exhibited, collected, and published internationally. Since his move to the high desert in 2015, he shows at Joshua Tree Art Gallery and serves on the Board of Directors for Joshua Tree Highlands Artist Residency Program.

---

**Shelley Hull** | Denver, Colorado | [www.shelleyhull.com](http://www.shelleyhull.com)
Shelley Hull is a contemporary western landscape artist. “The particular light, scale, and forms of the Southwest grab me, inspiring me to draw and paint. I feel the western landscape’s strength and power and respond using a modern painterly sensibility that captures its unique light and scale.” Hull studied art at Yale University, and received an MFA in Painting from the Maryland Institute, College of Art. Her work has been shown in galleries and museums including The New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York City; University Galleries at Illinois State University Normal, Illinois; Goucher College, Baltimore, Maryland; The Brinton Art Museum, Wyoming; NAWA, New York City; art centers in Arvada, Golden, Pueblo, and Grand Junction, Colorado; Tucson, Arizona; and Annapolis, Maryland. She was invited to participate in the Art in Embassies (AIE) program and has art displayed at the US Ambassadorial Residences in Suva, Fiji and Kathmandu, Nepal.

---

**Rose Irelan** | Poway, California | [www.roseirelan.com](http://www.roseirelan.com)
Rose Irelan earned her BA in Illustration from Columbus College of Art and Design. She continued her studies in art after a 20-year career as an art director, studying with Jeffrey Watts, Daniel Pinkham, Ray Roberts, Peggy Kroll Roberts, Carolyn Anderson, and Eric Merrell. Painting "en plein air" and immersed in nature contributes to her bold, expressive brushstrokes and innovative use of color. "I paint to express feelings beyond words...to capture the awe and the beauty of the moment and to illuminate a deeper spirit in Nature. I am especially inspired to capture Nature’s rich and rugged displays of light and color in my work. I want my paintings to convey the entire experience of being outdoors and the terrain; to unveil the deeper soul of a subject..." Irelan is a member of California Art Club, Oil Painters of America, American Impressionists Society, UPAPA (Saguna Plain Air Painters), and American Women Artists.
**Remi JaBuh**  |  Scottsdale, Arizona  |  www.RemiArizonaArt.com
---
Born in 1952 to an Army family, Remi JaBuh traveled the world studying and practicing the fine art of photography as a youth and young adult in Japan, Germany, Italy, Washington DC, Korea, and along the Orient Express. From young adult to middle age, he attended many craft shows and dabbled in various other creative outlets but at age 62 he began a serious new career as a painter, specializing in acrylic paintings on plywood. His desert subjects have been preserved on prints using the gelcoat process. The beautiful prints are available to collectors at modest prices. His first major showing will be announced later this year.

**Rossana Jeran**  |  Yucca Valley, California  |  www.blurgirl.com
---
Rossana Jeran (AKA Blurgirl) is an award-winning writer, director, producer, and VJ. Her body of work includes short and feature films, music videos, visual landscapes, and multi-media projects. Her work has screened across the United States and abroad and has been featured at independent film markets and festivals. Currently, she’s exploring digital realms as a VJ, creating eye-catching, cinematic, video landscapes for events, live music venues, and DJs. Earth Medicine is a series of 4K video stills taken from her City Mandala series, an ongoing video project. Earth Medicine pays homage to the beautiful yet harsh terrain of Joshua Tree National Park, while expressing the fragility and wonder of this magical place. As a visual artist walking her own spiritual and meditative path, Jeran’s work explores the light-to-dark spectrum of the human experience. Behind seemingly beautiful imagery often lies hidden subtext or metaphor, luring the imagination beyond the comfortable, beyond the known.

**Hunter Johnson**  |  Palm Springs, California  |  www.hunterjohnson.us
---
Hunter Johnson is a photographer who moved to Palm Springs in 1987 after living in the Bay Area for 20 years; he grew up in Chicago and Tulsa. Johnson began taking photographs in college and used it to document his travels and work as an architect, builder, and developer of affordable housing around California. He has had several exhibitions and his work has been featured in galleries and museums across the country, including the Palm Springs Art Museum, Brooklyn Waterfront Artists Coalition, The Beo City Art Gallery, the Amaryllis Museum of Art, the Core New Space for Art (Denver), the Harvey Milk Photography Center (San Francisco), the Cultural Center of Cape Cod, the Los Angeles Center of Photography, the Riverside Arts Council, and the National Weather Center Biennale.

**Gerhard Kammer**  |  Joshua Tree, California  |  www.GerhardKammer.com
---
Gerhard Kammer learned watercolor as part of his architectural schooling, as well as tempera illustration, charcoal, and pen-and-ink drawing. He obtained an MA in Architecture from Cranbrook Academy of Art in 1974. His designs have been built in China, the Middle East, and the U.S. After 40 years of honing design skills, in April 2011 he retired from architecture to pursue fine art. Kammer began painting in 1994 at his hand-built Joshua Tree studio. He lives in Studio City and Joshua Tree, painting the desert and Ventura Harbor. He has exhibited his award-winning work in prestigious exhibitions including the 46th Watercolor West Juried Exhibit; San Diego Watercolor Society 34th International Exhibition; Louisiana Watercolor Society 44th International Exhibition in 2014; The National Watercolor Society Member Exhibit 2013; and Joshua Tree National Park Art Exposition juried exhibitions 2013 to 2016.

**Eileen Kaniefski**  |  Joshua Tree, California  |  www.joshuatreeart.com
---
Eileen Kaniefski holds a BA from University of California, Berkeley, and an MFA from University of California, Irvine. She is an accomplished poet, actress, director, teacher, and Marriage/Family Therapist. Sculpture has been her art of choice since childhood, specializing in mixed media and the incorporation of found objects, especially weathered metal. But at age 62 he began a new career as a painter, specializing in acrylic paintings on plywood. His desert subjects have been preserved on prints using the gelcoat process. The beautiful prints are available to collectors at modest prices. His first major showing will be announced later this year.

**Ed Keeling**  |  Yucca Valley, California  |  www.edsclayworks.com
---
Artist and retired teacher Ed Keeling received a BA in English with minors in Art and Education from California Lutheran College in 1966 and his MFA from Antioch University in 1977. Following service in the Peace Corps, in 1974 he went to work for Columbia Visual Art Center in Maryland, which became a satellite campus for Antioch University. During this period of development, he became an assistant professor and wrote the curriculum for hand building and Raku pottery. He has worked with Native American forms, images, and pit firing methods; holds a California Teaching Credential for English, Ceramics and Visual Art; and has participated in The California Arts Project. In 2008, he retired, built a new pottery studio, and revived his business from the 1980s, Ed Keeling Clayworks. He is Art Education Coordinator for 29 Palms Art Gallery, Board President of Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council, and a member of the National Art Education Association.

**Jessie Keylon**  |  Joshua Tree, California  |  www.jessiekeylon.com
---
Jessie Keylon is a self-taught artist raised by two creative family members of makers. She spends most of her time outdoors connecting with nature. As a desert dweller, most of her inspiration comes from the desert landscapes and its inhabitants. Keylon’s paintings capture subtle emotional moments, which the subject is sometimes in the process of becoming aware of. She’s been participating in art festivals for three years including both of San Diego’s ArtWalks, ArtWalk Thousand Oaks, and the Indian Wells Arts Festival. She has also participated in shows at Joshua Tree Art Gallery and Gallery 62, as well as the Hey 62 Open Studio Tours, the 2016 JTNP Art Expansion, the 2017 JTNP Art Festival, and the Joshua Tree Arts and Crafts Festival. She is a member of the Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council and will be participating in the 2017 Hey 62 Open Studio Tours in October.

**Joan Lamensdorf**  |  Pasadena, California  |  www.joanlamensdorf.com
---
Joan Lamensdorf is an award-winning artist whose paintings are inspired by the effects of light, shadow, and atmosphere on the landscape and objects around her. Her work challenges the senses as she experiments with color, texture, and light. Her expressive paintings have been featured in numerous solo and group shows and hang in private collections across the country. She is featured in Who’s Who in American Art. “My art is inspired by scenes I pass every day and places I visit in my many travels. I am always moved by how light and shadow transform the colors of the landscape from one day to the next. My goal is to capture the feeling these unique moments evoke.”

www.jtnpARTS.org
Daniel Lee | Yucca Valley, California
www.facebook.com/DanielLeeProductions-1565672397075636
Daniel Lee was born in Palm Springs and raised in the Morongo Basin. He combines his knowledge and fascination with technology to produce work in a variety of disciplines, including photography, digital art, and filmmaking. He uses his technical skill in post-processing to create visually engaging images.

Alane Levinsohn | Joshua Tree, California
www.alane.fineartstudioonline.com
Alane Levinsohn attended California College of Arts and Crafts in Oakland, now known as California College of the Arts. Before graduation, she had the opportunity to live in Brussels, Paris, and Frankfurt, and spent three years traveling through Europe. She took classes at the school of fine arts in Brussels, and while in Paris, the Louvre became a favorite destination. Upon returning to the States, she worked as a fashion illustrator for department stores. She has exhibited locally and nationally in juried shows, including the Oil Painters of America Salon Show 2015, and she won Best in Show for the 2017 JTAG drawing invitational juried show. Her work has been shown at Saga Gallery in Montrose, Debra Huse Gallery in Laguna Beach, Randy Higbee Gallery in Costa Mesa, Gallery 62 and JTAG in Joshua Tree, among others. She is a participant in the Hwy 62 Art Tours, 2016 and 2017.

Greg Lucker | Murrieta, California | www.GSLPhotography.com
Photographer Greg Lucker was awarded the 2014 Joshua Tree National Park Council for the Arts Stephen Willard Award for his black and white photograph, “Till Death.” He has developed his craft from portraits, weddings, events, rock and nature. He has been selected for exhibitions worldwide for his ability to capture what he calls “that moment,” and has had two gallery showings of his concert work, most recently at the Merc in Old Town Temecula, California. One selection from his concert gallery earned him museum credit at The Grammy Museum in Los Angeles, and selections from his landscape gallery have been published, including work by California State Parks. “In capturing my images, I look for locations, and scenes, that will be familiar or comforting to the viewer. I chose a simplistic approach, which I feel allows the photograph to be enjoyed, easy to look at, and in some cases, may awaken their memory.”

Lisa Manifold | Twentynine Palms, California
www.fineartamerica.com/profiles/lisa-manifold.html
Pinned photographs of Lisa Manifold and her six siblings in 16x style outfits, haido's and pointedly colorful eyes were prominently displayed in her childhood home. The happy memories the photographs evoked, coupled with her newfound love of grandchildren, drove her to purchase a digital camera in 2015. "Little did I know just how much that camera would change my life! One photo after another, click after click, college classes, seminars, and months of photographing, downloading, and posting prompted me to retire and see the world through a Nikon lens, or two or three. What I have and continue to see and experience through a lens, or two or three, is captured in the photos shared through LM Manifold Photography on Facebook, Instagram, and my website.”

Ilona Mercier | Yucca Valley, California | www.ilonamericierink.com
Ilona Mercier’s artist journey with alcohol inks began four years ago when she fell in love with the incredibly vibrant colors of this fairly new medium. She went to work exploring the many different techniques used with alcohol inks, while learning to master control over a medium that can seem uncontrollable. Today, she is one of a few alcohol ink artists taking the medium to two ends of the artistic spectrum. Some of her work is rooted in the precisely controlled, detail-orientated approach, whereas other works emerge from the very opposite end of the spectrum where she lets the inks flow and mix with minimal intervention. She is one of the featured alcohol ink artists in the book by Cathy Taylor “Pigments of Your Imagination II” available on Amazon.com. Mercier has resided in Yucca Valley since 1980 and works full time at Copper Mountain College.

Mitch Miller | Joshua Tree, California | www.fineartphotography.com
Photographer Mitch Miller’s visual journey began at age 6, marvelling at a window reflection of shadows and silhouettes. By age 16, his Polaroid Big Swinger camera rarely left his hands on a six-week trip home to California. Miller has been photographing the mountains and deserts of the southwest since 1981. “I first ventured into Joshua Tree National Monument, Memorial Day, 1990, and although unprepared by the heat and flat light, I continued to return in more beautiful light, and weather. I fell in love with the monument so much I returned each year for my birthday throughout the 1990s, and married my wife Kathy there in 1999.” Miller has received awards and has presented slideshows for REI and Sierra Club. “My goals are to focus on the art I see in Earth, share how I felt upon visiting natural lands, and instill a desire to enjoy and protect our sacred wild spaces.”

Robert Miramontes | Desert Hot Springs, California
Robert Miramontes has been a permanent resident of Southern California since birth, and has spent nearly his entire life exploring, rock climbing, and photographing Joshua Tree National Park. He has authored eight books, including seven on the subject of Joshua Tree National Park. His extensive collection of Joshua Tree National Park photography spans over 25 years, chronicling a near fanatical obsession with the place. Miramontes has had hundreds of photographs published in books and magazines worldwide. Now branching into fine-art landscape photography focusing on Joshua Tree National Park, he displays his work at the 39 Palms Art Gallery, as well as local events and art shows. His photography has been juried into the Joshua Tree National Park Art Exhibition since 2014.

Darlene Morris | Yucca Valley, California | www.dhmorris.net
Darlene Hansen Morris studied art from her youth, taking art classes in high school and college, and later workshops with well known artists. Her love of the natural landscape takes her into state and national parks. Painting in Joshua Tree National Park can be a challenge due to weather conditions, so she always takes reference photos for her paintings. Often starting a drawing or watercolor on location, she usually finishes them in the comfort of her studio. The larger acrylic/collage paintings are completed in the studio from reference photos, but never restricted by the photo image. “I strive to make my landscapes familiar, if not recognizable, so if the viewer has been there, they will remember the feeling of the experience. Hiking the trails and climbing the boulders in the park make indelible impressions. I hope my paintings will revive the experiences for the viewers.”

Ilona Mercier | Yucca Valley, California | www.ilonamericierink.com
Ilona Mercier’s artist journey with alcohol inks began four years ago when she fell in love with the incredibly vibrant colors of this fairly new medium. She went to work exploring the many different techniques used with alcohol inks, while learning to master control over a medium that can seem uncontrollable. Today, she is one of a few alcohol ink artists taking the medium to two ends of the artistic spectrum. Some of her work is rooted in the precisely controlled, detail-orientated approach, whereas other works emerge from the very opposite end of the spectrum where she lets the inks flow and mix with minimal intervention. She is one of the featured alcohol ink artists in the book by Cathy Taylor “Pigments of Your Imagination II” available on Amazon.com. Mercier has resided in Yucca Valley since 1980 and works full time at Copper Mountain College.

Mitch Miller | Joshua Tree, California | www.fineartphotography.com
Photographer Mitch Miller’s visual journey began at age 6, marvelling at a window reflection of shadows and silhouettes. By age 16, his Polaroid Big Swinger camera rarely left his hands on a six-week trip home to California. Miller has been photographing the mountains and deserts of the southwest since 1981. “I first ventured into Joshua Tree National Monument, Memorial Day, 1990, and although unprepared by the heat and flat light, I continued to return in more beautiful light, and weather. I fell in love with the monument so much I returned each year for my birthday throughout the 1990s, and married my wife Kathy there in 1999.” Miller has received awards and has presented slideshows for REI and Sierra Club. “My goals are to focus on the art I see in Earth, share how I felt upon visiting natural lands, and instill a desire to enjoy and protect our sacred wild spaces.”

Robert Miramontes | Desert Hot Springs, California
Robert Miramontes has been a permanent resident of Southern California since birth, and has spent nearly his entire life exploring, rock climbing, and photographing Joshua Tree National Park. He has authored eight books, including seven on the subject of Joshua Tree National Park. His extensive collection of Joshua Tree National Park photography spans over 25 years, chronicling a near fanatical obsession with the place. Miramontes has had hundreds of photographs published in books and magazines worldwide. Now branching into fine-art landscape photography focusing on Joshua Tree National Park, he displays his work at the 39 Palms Art Gallery, as well as local events and art shows. His photography has been juried into the Joshua Tree National Park Art Exhibition since 2014.

Darlene Morris | Yucca Valley, California | www.dhmorris.net
Darlene Hansen Morris studied art from her youth, taking art classes in high school and college, and later workshops with well known artists. Her love of the natural landscape takes her into state and national parks. Painting in Joshua Tree National Park can be a challenge due to weather conditions, so she always takes reference photos for her paintings. Often starting a drawing or watercolor on location, she usually finishes them in the comfort of her studio. The larger acrylic/collage paintings are completed in the studio from reference photos, but never restricted by the photo image. “I strive to make my landscapes familiar, if not recognizable, so if the viewer has been there, they will remember the feeling of the experience. Hiking the trails and climbing the boulders in the park make indelible impressions. I hope my paintings will revive the experiences for the viewers.”

Ilona Mercier | Yucca Valley, California | www.ilonamericierink.com
Ilona Mercier’s artist journey with alcohol inks began four years ago when she fell in love with the incredibly vibrant colors of this fairly new medium. She went to work exploring the many different techniques used with alcohol inks, while learning to master control over a medium that can seem uncontrollable. Today, she is one of a few alcohol ink artists taking the medium to two ends of the artistic spectrum. Some of her work is rooted in the precisely controlled, detail-orientated approach, whereas other works emerge from the very opposite end of the spectrum where she lets the inks flow and mix with minimal intervention. She is one of the featured alcohol ink artists in the book by Cathy Taylor “Pigments of Your Imagination II” available on Amazon.com. Mercier has resided in Yucca Valley since 1980 and works full time at Copper Mountain College.
Chip Morton  | Menifee, California  | www.chipmortonphoto.com
Chip Morton started photographing Joshua Tree National Park years ago when everyone thought the Joshua trees, like the park’s boulders, would live on forever. He shot the quiet beauty of the Joshua trees on hot desert days, during snow storms, in rain, in twilight. “Season after season, with no real agenda, I joyfully returned to the park for these photographic adventures. Then one day something happened. I began to feel a deep connection to the Joshua trees... When news of the dire effects of climate change on the Joshua trees broke a few years back, I was devastated... I now feel an urgency to document my friends in both their glory and, most recently, their struggle to survive.” Currently, he has 5,000+ images of Joshua trees and the park. Morton has been the official photographer for the annual Temecula Valley Balloon and Wine Festival for years and provides landscape photography for several southern California municipalities.

Izabela Pawlaczky C | Koszalin, Poland  | www.izialadesign.pl
Izabela Pawlaczky was born and raised in Koszalin near the Baltic Sea. During her education she developed an interest in fine arts and decided to focus on design. She obtained a master’s degree in industrial design in 2005. Pawlaczky is the author of a number of furniture projects, including modular furniture that have been entered in mass production. She also has created new forms and jewelry, all the time working to develop her painting skills. Her thematic series have been shown in solo and group exhibitions. “My art is inspired by Nature. In my projects I try to keep admiration and respect which I have for the world surrounding us. I use water-based paints, acrylics, natural pigments, and also combine different techniques. I try to express the tremendous power of Nature through a specific atmosphere, colors, details, and stains. My main goal is to show how exciting and beautiful is our planet.”

Christopher Pecharka  | Laguna Niguel, California  | www.ChristopherPecharka.com
Christopher Pecharka is best known for his public art commissions in Dana Point, California. These include the bronze sculptures “The Top Men” at The Ocean Institute, the Veteran’s Memorial, The Doris Walker Tribute Memorial, and the mural at the Nature Interpretive Center. Pecharka was in high school when given his first private commission. A graduate of the Art Institute of Pittsburgh, he has worked in many occupations as an artist. Staying true to his hands-on, he strives to continually develop his core skills as a traditional artist. His influences include painters Monet, N.C. Wyeth, and Frazetta, and sculptors Bernini and Manship. Pecharka works in many mediums including oil and acrylic paintings, sculptures, murals, illustrations, and drawings. His realism and impressionistic-style paintings include a multitude of subject material including landscapes, seascapes, people, animals, and abstract. Pecharka lives in Laguna Niguel with his wife and two rescue dogs.

Elisabeth Pollnow  | Twentynine Palms, California  | www.elisabethpollnow.com
Elisabeth Pollnow’s recent work incorporates clay she makes herself using locally found materials and primitive smoke-firing methods. She grew up in remote areas of North Dakota and Alaska, which gave her a deep sense of connection to nature. She earned a BA in art from Evangel University in Missouri and pursued graphic design for several years. After moving to Southern California, she began to investigate three-dimensional forms and diverge from digital involvement in her artistic process. She has collaborated with several large-scale sculpture projects in Los Angeles as well as exhibited in Pasadenia and San Fernando, California. She is a member of the Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council, 29 Palms Art Gallery, and Gallery 62 near where she lives in Twentynine Palms.

Andrea Raft & Aaron Sedway  | Indio, California  | www.andrearaffstudio.com
A collaboration between mother and son, both passionate about recording and sharing their love of the natural world, Andrea Raft is a Coachella Valley mixed media artist and her son Aaron Sedway is a Sierra Nevada sports and nature photographer. They combine their love of the outdoors in a unique medium of photography and mixed media painting. Both native to Los Angeles, they have shown their work professionally for the past 15 years in a host of disparate environments. Aaron is well known for his action shots of extreme sports, and his work has graced the pages of many sports and adventure publications. Andrea is a juried member of the National Association of Women Artists, Women Painters West, and has served as a board member of the Artists Council at Palm Springs Art Museum. They are currently showing their collaborative work at Coda Gallery in Palm Desert and Spirit Gallery in Truckee, California.

Kaye Ranch, Photograph, 13x19

Third Rock from the Sun, Mixed Media, Photography, 24x24

Esther Shaw  | Yucca Valley, California  | www.EstherShawsArt.com
Esther Shaw, a Boston native, graduated from Massachusetts College of Art, BFA with a painting major, followed by graduate classes in art at University of Arizona, Tucson, and in education at University of California, Irvine. She worked as an architectural illustrator for 20 years and art teacher for Santa Ana Public Schools, Rancho Santiago Community College, and Copper Mountain College. She was an exhibiting artist of the SCA Project Gallery, Pomona, and past studio holder of Santora Arts Building, Santa Ana, California. She was selected in 2004 for Envisioning the Future Project, Pomona, under the direction of Judy Chicago; was selected for Long Beach Aquarium, Ocean Arts 2012; and was exhibitor, owner, curator of The Specials Gallery, Long Beach. She is a member of Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council, is co-director of Gallery 62 in Joshua Tree, and has been selected for art competitions including the Palm Springs Art Museum Artists Council 2017.

Doug Shoemaker  | Palm Springs, California  | www.dougshoemakerwatercolors.com
In 2014, Doug Shoemaker was selected as Artist-in-Residence at Joshua Tree National Park. The proposal for his work was Rock/Sky Juxtaposition. “Over many years of hiking and camping at Joshua Tree, two elements stand out as significant markers of this special place: the monosodium formations throughout the park, and the vast open sky above. Together, these two elements form a strong figure/ground relationship that can be seen as both powerful and simple.” He began his art residency in late February 2015, living for three weeks at the remote Lost Horse Cabin in the park. His goal was to produce a series of watercolors of the rock formations in the park, using both plein-air painting and working from digital photography. “My interest and focus as a realist painter, using the medium of watercolor, is to explore various elements that can be seen as ‘ordinary and uneventful,’ but full of richness, complexity, and beauty.”

By the Storm, Photograph, 16x20

Smoke Tree in Bloom, Acrylic on Masonite, 24x36

Road to Keys Ranch, Photograph, 22x28
Marie Van Dorp Skelly | Sunland, California
Southern California artist Marie Van Dorp Skelly graduated from California State University, Northridge, in 1987 and continued her studies at the California Art Institute. She has exhibited in numerous venues and juried exhibitions, including the Palm Springs Art Museum, Yosemitie National Park Museum, and she most recently exhibited in “Flower and Voice,” a women’s art show at the Baldwin Park Museum in California. Classically trained as a fine artist, she has been an Instructor for more than 20 years for Mission: Renaissance Fine Art Classes, providing fine art instruction for children and adults. “I enjoy combining abstract and impressionistic painting styles, inspired by glowing light.”

Jim Smart | Joshua Tree, California | www.jimsmartphotography.com
Jim Smart developed an interest in photography 55 years ago when he took a high school course and made a pinhole camera, shot with a Speed Graflex, and took surf photos in Hermosa Beach with a 35mm Pentax. Since then he has traveled throughout the western United States and used Leicas, Hasselblads (film and digital), a Mamiya 7 medium format film camera, a Pentax 67X medium format camera, and owned or used most of Canon cameras made since the 1970s and FujiFilm digital cameras. Smart was forced to “enlist” in the digital revolution a few years ago when he became the advisor to the Coyote Chronicle, the school newspaper at California State University, San Bernardino, where he teaches journalistic writing and photography. He is now proficient in Adobe Photoshop and teaches basic photography. He also teaches a black-and-white photography course for the Desert Institute at Joshua Tree National Park.

Heather Sprague | Yucca Valley, California | www.feylittlewingphotography.com
Heather Sprague, photographer and longtime resident of the Morongo Basin, sees the world a little differently than most. A lover of Quantum Physics and Sacred Geometry, she uses an iPad to manipulate her photography, by applying the mathematical formulas relating to these two sciences, and she seeks to share an alternate view of reality, one of an infinite number of shifting relationships with nature. The answers to such questions are as nuanced and complex as the media in which we work is layered and textured.

Alexandra Taggart | Santa Fe, New Mexico | Instagram.com/alexandradawntaggart
In Alexandra Taggart’s work, she seeks to portray the experience of “being pulled outside of myself and into the wild, natural environment in which I often find myself. When in such an environment, I find myself thinking that there’s so much to take in. Layering ink dots is one of the means by which I’m able to process and portray that which lies before me. This technique helps me to evoke the mysterious, subtle feeling of being in the world, and to gently yet insistently urge people to take a closer look at life, at what is here before them, as well as to ask the bigger questions of living. Why are we here? What is reality, ultimately? And how do we explain human beings’ shifting relationships with nature? The answers to such questions are as nuanced and complex as the media in which I work is layered and textured.”

Kathryn Tomnessen | Vashon, Washington | www.katstonnessen.com
Kathryn Tomnessen received a BFA degree from the University of Texas, and her work has been shown in galleries and juried exhibitions throughout Washington, Texas, and Wyoming. She works in paint, glass, stone, and jewelry, and draws inspiration for her work in the natural world of stones, minerals, vistas, and the colors of the American west. “The work exemplifies an enduring and deeply rooted love of nature. It reminiscence on my childhood filled with extensive travel through the American west as well as my wandering and sometimes gypsy-like adult life moving through and exploring the nooks and crannies of the Rockies and all the land west of them. A love of the cliffs and deserts, the alpine mountains and watery coasts is expressed in every attempt to capture the colors and feelings of these places. My work is a visual love poem to the lands that have nourished and shaped me.”

Travis Usher | Yucca Valley, California
Travis Usher is a Helong resident of the high desert and surrounding communities. Along with his wife and two daughters, he currently calls the beautiful outskirts of Joshua Tree National Park home. Starting his journey at age nine studying pastel chalks with a local artist, she guided him to first showing his work locally at the Hi-Desert Playhouse. It was an art teacher that introduced him to an array of mediums where he fell in love with painting in oils. Working as a professional artist the last two years, he has mainly focused on commissioned portraits and murals. This past year, Usher was honored to be asked to contribute to a large mural project in Palm Desert, California, where he produced three vauted acrylic murals alongside a handful of other talented local artists. Travis is currently working on private commissions and preparing to show.

Alita Van Vliet | Jacksonville, Texas | www.altavanvlietart.com
California native and lifelong artist, Alita Van Vliet is known for her bold desert landscapes. Having inspiration literally outside her back door, the artist works out of her Joshua Tree Studio overlooking the national park, the open desert, and the village below. Her paintings are described as strong and soulful, with a personal energy that clearly evokes a deep connection to nature and her surroundings. An award winning artist, Van Vliet exhibits her paintings in galleries throughout the southwest and sells to both national and international collectors. She is a regular on the Hwy 62 Open Studio Art Tours. Her passion for the arts and for the community goes beyond the studio. She served as a juror on the 2016 JTCP Art Exposition selection committee, was a guest artist for Joshua Tree Art Innovation Laboratory series, and has served on the Board of Directors for Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council.
John Van Vliet | Joshua Tree, California | www.bentpictures.com

John Van Vliet has worked in graphics, animation, and feature film visual effects for more than 25 years and created pottery for just as long. The desert fuels her passion and defines her purpose. To attempt to capture a piece of that nature and hold its allure and elegance in her work. Her passion is crystalline glazing, a process where she grows crystals on the porcelain she throws on her wheel. She has won several awards for her work and has shown in galleries throughout the Monrogo Basin and Inland Empire of California. She is currently represented in several locations including the Riverside Art Museum, Viskid is a member of Associated Artists Inland Empire, Chaparral Artists, Monrogo Basin Cultural Arts Council, and 29 Palms Artists’ Guild.

Nichole Vikdal | Yucca Valley, California | www.crystalsbynichole.com

Nichole Vikdal has loved pottery all her life. From playing in the mud as a child to her first thrown pot, she was hooked. She has made Yucca Valley her home for more than 25 years and created pottery for just as long. The desert fuels her passion and defines her purpose. To attempt to capture a piece of that nature and hold its allure and elegance in her work. Her passion is crystalline glazing, a process where she grows crystals on the porcelain she throws on her wheel. She has won several awards for her work and has shown in galleries throughout the Monrogo Basin and Inland Empire of California. She is currently represented in several locations including the Riverside Art Museum, Viskid is a member of Associated Artists Inland Empire, Chaparral Artists, Monrogo Basin Cultural Arts Council, and 29 Palms Artists’ Guild.

Krista Wargo | Yucca Valley, California | www.kristawargo.pixeis.com

Krista Wargo was born and raised in Madison, Wisconsin. She graduated from the University of Wisconsin Madison with a degree in Fine Arts. Upon graduation, she moved to Southern California. She went on to become a teacher, earning her master’s degree in Education. Initially, her paintings came from her imagination. Gradually, she became more and more interested in painting from observation. The desert landscape began to increasingly draw her attention. The beauty of Yucca Tree National Park afforded her the opportunity to get out into nature and paint “en plein air”. For the past few years, her work has been exclusively done on site without the use of photographs. She will often return to the same spot several times to complete a painting. Wargo currently teaches high school art and lives in the Mojave Desert with her husband, two dogs, and three cats.

Brice Weaver | San Diego, California | www.briceweaverphotography.com

Brice Weaver’s passion for exploration and adventure led him to buy his first camera in the spring of 2015. He started to photograph landscapes in order to share the beauty of the natural world that surrounds us. Weaver’s focus is on expansive landscapes that marry the natural world with the human spirit. His compositions express the narrative of truth found in the beauty of the natural world. He uses the tangible complexity of light and shadows that dance off the mountains and lakes to have this visual conversation. Sharing this sanctuary filled with raw emotion with others is his mission. His landscape photography has been published in Backpacker Magazine and has been featured in art exhibitions at the House of Blues in San Diego and Gallery 21 in Balboa Park, California; The Warsaw, Brooklyn, New York; and Honorable Mention at the Environmental Film Festival in Colorado.

Ehrick Wright | Rancho Mirage, California | www.ehrickwrightart.com

Ehrick Wright’s love of nature and life-long fascination with light, shadow, and flowing lines are evident in all his artwork, which includes paintings, drawings, and pastels. Most recently, his work has been inspired by the bizarre landscape of rocks, hills, and canyons found in Joshua Tree National Park. Faces, terrains, animals, and mountains—all appear in profusion, change with shifting light and shadows, and vary with the beholder. His work attempts to capture these features as well as the bold contrasts and atmospheric clarity found uniquely in the desert. Wright works out of his home in Rancho Mirage, where he has lived since 2003. He attended Massachusetts College of Art, The School of the Museum of Fine Arts, and the Decontova Museum School. He has participated in numerous shows since 1990, including South End Open Studios, Rancho Mirage Art Affaire, and Rancho Mirage 2017 Art Tour.

Jocelyn Young | Piacentia, California

People have always thought Jocelyn Young a little different. She never knew quite how to handle this difference—was it a good thing? Or a bad thing? After years of experimenting with the digital camera, she finally took an introspective look at who she really was. She realized that she is different, and maybe a little weird. But she also realized that it is this differentness and weirdness that gives her a unique perspective and forms the basis for her photography. She lives biology, especially animals, and water. Using her backyard pool, she photographs people under the water with her underwater camera. Also enamoured with the unique world of infrared photography, she uses a camera that was specifically converted for infrared and has captured images of animals and other subjects. She finds the softness of the infrared images to provide a unique perspective, whether in black-and-white or using the creative colors of infrared.

Kim Zarney | Cleveland, Ohio | www.zarney.com

Born in Medina, Ohio, artist Kim Zarney attended Syracuse University and earned his BFA in Painting and Printmaking from Cleveland Institute of Art. He has worked as an illustrator, graphic designer, and advertising agency creative director. After renewing his fine arts career, Zarney has built a body of work with a focus on monochrome landscapes and abstract expressions of the natural world. His work has been exhibited in juried shows across the U.S. “I enjoy the physical act of painting. I also have an ambivalent, even ambiguous honesty reflected in preliminary sketches and studies. Simple, spontaneous gestures put down quickly capture an idea, a feeling, the play of light, a shadow, or a texture. Pieces that were not created to be thought of or viewed as finished works of art. In most cases, they were never meant to be seen by anyone but the artist. They’re intuitive and very personal.”
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“Spring advanced rapidly; the weather became fine, and the skies cloudless. It surprised me that what before was desert and gloomy should now bloom with the most beautiful flowers and verdure. My senses were gratified and refreshed by a thousand scents of delight, and a thousand sights of beauty.”

~ MARY SHELLEY